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A class of symmetric operators H acting in L*(M, k) with an abstract measure 
space (M, p) is considered and a criterion for the boundedness from below of H 
is presented. The criterion gives also a method to estimate the lower bound of H. 
As a special case of the criterion, an affirmative answer is given to the question: “If 
an eigenfunction of a self-adjoint operator in L2(M, p) is strictly positive or 
“nodeless,” then is the corresponding eigenvalue the lowest point of the spectrum?” 
The class includes Schriidinger operators on Iw” with M= Iw” and Jo being the 
Lebesgue measure. It is illustrated how the method may give a simple proof of the 
boundedness from below for some Schriidinger operators. Further, it is shown (I) 
that, in a special case, there exists an operator in L’(M, 11) essentially isospectral to 
H and (2) that the existence of a “nodeless” eigenfunction of H implies the existence 
of a supersymmetric quantum mechanics in which H-E. is unitarily equivalent to 
the restriction of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian to a subspace, where 1 is the 
lower bound of H. 0 1990 Academic press. ITIC. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Let (M, p) be a measure space (the Bore1 field is suppressed). Let Lj, 
j= 1, . . . . n, be densely defined closed linear operators in L*(M, p) and V be 
a real-valued measurable function on M. In this paper, we are concerned 
wth a symmetric operator of the form 
H= i L]zL,+V (1.1 
.j= 1 
and present a criterion for H to be bounded from below. 
A novelty of our criterion is in that (1) it is based on a “pointwise varia 
tional condition” (see (1.3)) rather than technical assumptions for V as is 
usually done and (2) it gives also a method to estimate the lower bound 
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of H. In applications to some Schrodinger operators on R”, the criterion 
yields a simple proof of their boundedness from below. In particular, in the 
case of the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen-like atom, we can obtain easily 
the lower bound without any detailed spectral analysis. 
We now proceed to state the main theorems. We shall denote by D(A) 
the operator domain of operator A. A basic assumption is the following: 
(A) There exists a dense subspace D in L2(M, p) such that 
D c D( Ljr Lj) n D( V), ,j = 1, . . . . n. 
With this assumption, H is a densely defined symmetric operator on D. We 
shall denote by ( , ) (resp, I/ 11) the inner product (resp. norm) of 
L*(M, p) and by (f ) the expectation value of the measurable function ,f 
on M with respect o p: 
(f> = jM 44m)f(m). 
The main results are as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that there exist measurable functions Qj on M, 
j= 1, . . . . n, and a real-valued measurable function Y on M with the following 
properties: 
(a) D c D(Q,) 
(b) For all f in D, the inequality 
<If I2 Y’>G i (2Re(L,.LQif)-IIQjf II’) (1.2) 
/=I 
holds. 
(c) The pointwise inequality 
Y(m) + V(m) > iv, a.e. mEM, (1.3) 
holds with a real constant 1,. 
Then, H is bounded from below on D with H 2 I.. 
Remark. In examples given later (Section III), equality holds in (1.2) 
with a suitable choice of {Q,, Y}. 
We denote by H, (resp. A) the closure of (C:,= , L: L,) r 
fir= 1 D(LT L,)(resp. H r D). 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that there exists a real-valued measurable 
function 52 on M with the following properties: 
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(a) QED(HO)nD(V)nD(R) and 
RQ=(H,+ V)L? 
(b) Q(m) # 0 for ae. m E M and 
m2 = #Is2 
with a real constant 1. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(c) There exist measurable functions Qj on h4, j= 1, . . . . n, such that 
D c D(Qj) and (1.2) holds with Y = W’(H,Q). 
Then, R is bounded from below on D(A) and i is the lower bound of R. 
Theorem 1.2 has a theoretical interest in the following sense: Let A be a 
self-adjoint operator in L*(M, .D) and bounded from below. It is well 
known that, under suitable conditions, an eigenfunction of A corre- 
sponding to the lowest point of the spectrum can be taken to be strictly 
positive (e.g., [ll, Section XIII.12 and references in the Notes there]). 
It seems, however, that no answers have been given to the question 
concerning the converse statement: If an eigenfunction of A is strictly 
positive, then is the corresponding eigenvalue the lowest point of the 
spectrum? Theorem 1.2 gives an affirmative answer to this question. 
In Section II, we give the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section III, 
we discuss some examples of partial differential operators of second order. 
In Section IV, considering some concrete Schrbdinger operators, we show 
how our method works to give a simple proof of their boundedness from 
below. In the last section, we discuss some aspects related to Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2: We shall first prove the existence of an operator essentially 
isospectral [7] to H in the case n = 1. Then we construct a supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics [ 1, S] in the case of general n in which H - A is 
unitarily equivalent to the restriction of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian 
to a subspace. This gives a general solution to the problem of supersymmetric 
embedding of non-supersymmetric quantum mechanics (e.g., [S, 2, 31). 
II. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let 
Aj= Lj-Q,, j= 1, . . . . n. (2.1) 
Then, by the assumption, Aj is defined on D. Using (1.2), we have 
i IIA,f II*< i IILjf II*- (If I* p> 
j= I /=I 
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for all fin D. On the other hand, (1.3) gives 
-(lfl’yY)d((.f,(I/-j”)f), .fc D. 
Hence we get 
= (L (H- AIf). 
The left hand side is non-negative. Therefore we obtain for all f in D 
which is the desired result. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Let Y=QP’(H,SZ). Then, by (1.4) and (1.5), we have Y= A- V. Hence 
!P is real and (1.3) is trivially satisfied with equality. Therefore, we can 
apply Theorem 1.1 and conclude that R is bounded from below with R >, 1. 
On the other hand, we have (1.5). Therefore I is actually the lower bound 
of R. 
III. EXAMPLES 
In the following examples, we take the measure space (M, p) to be 
(R”, p = the Lebesgue measure ). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a(x) be an r x Y real symmetric matrix-valued function 
on R”. We assume for simplicity that each matrix element aV(i,j= 1, . . . . n) 
of a is in C’(F) and that there exists an r x r matrix-valued function b(x) 
on R” such that each matrix element h,(i,j= 1, . . . . n) of b is in C’(EV) and 
b*(x) b(x) = a(x), x = (X,) . ..) x,) E R”. (3.1) 
Obviously the operator 
k=l 
j = 1, . . . . n, (3.2) 
is densely defined on Cp(R”) and closable in L2(RV). We denote the 
closure of Li r CT(P) by the same symbol. 
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Let S= {a,, . . . . uN} with fixed points a,, . . . . uN in R” or S = 0 and put 
D = C(y’(W\S). (3.3) 
Let V be a real valued measurable function on IR” such that D c D( V). It 
is obvious that D c D(LTL,), j= 1, . . . . n, and, in the present case, the 
operator H defined by (1.1) takes the form 
on D with 
H=H,+V (3.4) 
HO= - i ajujkak. 
j.k=l 
(3.5) 
If we take ujk(x) = c?,~, j, k = 1, . . . . n, then H turns out to be an n-dimen- 
sional Schrodinger operator. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be in C’(R”\S) and be strictly positive. Let 
Q,(x) = Q(x)- l (L,Q)(x), x E R”\S, 
and 
y(x) = Q(x)-’ (H&‘)(x), x E w\s. 
Then, D c D(sZ,) n D( ‘I/) and (1.2) holds with equality. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Proof: It is obvious from the definition of D, Q,, and !P that 
D c D(sZ,) n D( YJ). To prove the second half, we need only to apply 
integration by parts to the quantity ( 1 f I2 Y), which gives (1.2) with 
equality as an identity. 1 
Lemma 3.1 shows that, in the present example, property (b) in the 
assumption of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied under suitable regularities for Q. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be given by (3.4) and .Q be us in Lemma 3.1. 
Suppose that 
(HQ)(x) 3 IQ(x), x E R”\S, 
with a real constant A. Then, H is bounded from below on D with H > A. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1 and the assumption, we can apply Theorem 1.1 
with Qj and Y given by (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. Thus the desired result 
follows. 1 
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LEMMA 3.3. Consider the case S= @ so that D = Ci-( R”). Let !Z be a 
strictly positive ,function such that DE H’(W) and Q ’ E L,‘,,(W). Let Q, 
and !p be as in Lemma 3.1 (but, in this case, the derivatives are taken in the 
generalized sense). Then, D c D(Q,), j = 1, . . . . n, and ( 1.2) holds Ivith 
equality. 
Proof Let ,f be in D and K = supp$ Since 52 ’ E L&(W), M!e have 
Q(x)- ’ I .f’(x)l 6 c,s,,> .Y E K 
with a constant C,, > 0, from which it follows that Q,,f is in L2(R”) for 
j= 1, . . . . n. Hence we get D c D(Q,). 
Since C’(R”) n !I’( IF?“) is dense in H2(R”) and Q > 0 with 52 ’ E 
Lzc( KY), there exists a sequence {u,} G = , c C’( KY) n H2( W) such that (i) 
u,,,, -+Q in H’(W) as N + co; (ii) uN ~0; (iii) u,,,’ is locally bounded 
uniformly in N. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
(f; ui’(HouN).f) = i { 2Re(Lif, UN ‘(LiuN)f’) - II UN ‘(LiuN) f II 2 ) 
,=I 
for all f~ C,“(W). Then, it is easy to see that (.f; u,,,‘(HouN)f’) -+ (f; Q ’ 
(HoQ)fL (L,f, ‘N ‘(&IUN).f) + (L,fi Q2 ‘(LiQ).f )? and // uN ‘(L,UN).f /I --$ 
/I a ~ ‘(LiQ)f II. Therefore (1.2) holds with equality. 1 
In the same way as in the proof of Corollary 3.2, we get 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let H be given by (3.4) and Q he as in Lemma 3.3. 
Suppose that 
(HsL)(x) 3 IQ(x), a.e. x E r-2” 
with a real constant i. Then H is houndedfrom below on C,7- (IV’) with H > E. 
A simple example of V is given as follows. Let U be a real-valued 
function on R” with U E C2(R”) and put 
v= i {a,,(a,ua,u-C7/aku)-(a,a,k)aku}. 
,,k= I 
Let 
Then, we have 
(Ho+ V)Q=O 
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and the assumption in Corollary 3.2 is satisfied with D = C,Z(IRY). Thus, we 
get H,+ V30 on C:(FY). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let B,(x), y= 1, . . . . n, be real-valued functions on R” with 
Bjc C’(R”). Let Lj be the closure of (8, + B,) r Cc( KY). Let D be as in (3.3) 
and V be as in Example 1. Then, in the present case, the operator H 
defined by (1 .l ) takes the form 
H= - i (a,- Bj)(aj+ B,)+ b” 
,=I 
on D. In the same way as in Example 1, we can show that Lemma 3.1, 
Corollary 3.2, Lemma 3.3, and Corollary 3.4 hold for the present case as 
well. 
IV. APPLICATIONS TO SCHR~DINCER OPERATORS 
In this section we illustrate how our method may give a simple proof for 
the boundedness from below of some Schrodinger operators. We consider 
only two examples here. 
4.1. The Hamiltonian of a Hydrogen-Like Atom 
Let n > 3 and A be the n-dimensional Laplacian. Let 
H= -A-? 
r’ 
r= 1x1, x = (X,) . ..) x,) E R”, (4.1) 
with a constant Z> 0. In the case n = 3, H is the Hamiltonian of a 
hydrogen-like atom with a suitable system of units. Taking 
L,=a,, 
the generalized derivative with respect o x,, and 
V(x)= -f, 
we see that H is a special case of Example 1 in Section III. 
Let t>Z/(n- 1) and 
Q(x) = e-IT. (4.2) 
Then, it is not so difficult to see that Q satisfies the assumption in 
Lemma 3.3 and Q E D( V) with (HQ)(x) 2 - t*Q(x), XE KY’\ (0). Since 
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t 3 Z/(n - 1) is arbitrary, we conclude from Corollary 3.4 that H is 
bounded from below on C;(rW’) with 
Z2 
H>- 
(n- 1)” 
If we take r = Z/(n - 1) in (4.2), then we have 
Z” 
HQ= -(+ l)‘Q. 
It is known that, for n > 3, V= -Z/r is intiiinitesimally small with respect 
to A (e.g., [ 10, Theorems X.15 and X.201) and hence H is essentially self- 
adjoint on C,“(R”). Then, one sees that QED(R) and iB2 = ( -A + V) Q, 
where R is the closure of H 1 Cg ( RR). Thus, by Theorem 1.2, we conclude 
that - Z’/(n - 1)’ is the inlimum of the spectrum of R. 
4.2. A General Case 
Let n > 3 and V be a real-valued function on R”. Suppose that 
D=C~(lP\{O})~D(V) and 
with constants Z > 0 and 0 < CY < 2. Let 
H=-A+V (4.3) 
on D= C~(lR”\{O}). We shall prove 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Let 0 < a < 2. Then, H is houndedfrom below on D 
with 
H3 sup inf Eyil( t), 
o<;:?i-2 r>o . 
(4.4) 
where 
@t(t) = n(n - 2 - 2) t2 - Zt” + p(n - 1 - 22) 2 - p2. (4.5) 
(b) Let a = 2 and Z < (n - 2)2/4. Then, H is bounded from below on D 
with 
Ha sup inf Efh( t ), 
i -cA-ci+ r>O 
,,E R 
(4.6) 
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where 
(4.7) 
(c) Let c1= 2 and Z = (n - 2)2/4. Then, H is boundedfrom below on D 
with 
H30. (4.8) 
Proof. Let 
H,= -d-g. 
ra 
Then, we have H > H, on D and hence we need only to consider H,. Let 
2~0, PEE, and 
Q,,,(x) = r-‘eCp’, XEW\{O}. 
Then we have 
Sz- /..&I (x)-l (H Q, ,)(x) = E!“’ (r-l), I . 4 6, XE W\(O). 
We first consider the case 0 < c1< 2. Let 0 < A <n - 2. Then, @Jr-‘) is 
bounded from below in r > 0 and we have 
Qi,p(x)-’ (HxQ~.,p)(x) 3 Et: 
with 
Therefore, by Corollary 3.2, we get H, > E:,;‘,. Since 1 E (0, n - 2) and p E R 
are arbitrary, we obtain 
Thus part (a) follows. 
We next consider the case a = 2 and Z < (n - 2)‘/4. We have 
A(n-2-A)-Z>O if and only if A_ <A.<k+. In that case, E$Tt(rp’) is 
bounded from below in r > 0. Then, in the same way as in the preceding 
case, we get 
Hz>, sup inf E($( t). 
i.-<i.<i.+ r>o 
PER 
Thus part (b) follows. 
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Finally we consider the case LY = 2 and Z = (n - 2)‘/4. In this case, the 
coefficient c = A(n - 2 - %) -Z of r ml in E:.Tt(r ’ ) is non-positive and 
hence E!,fi,(r- ‘) may be bounded from below in r > 0 only if (2 = 0. There- 
fore, let c = 0, which implies that 3. = A, E (n - 2)/2. Then, Ej,f,‘,i(r ’ ) is 
bounded from below in r if and only if p 2 0 and, in that case, we have 
Since p > 0 is arbitrary, we get H, 2 0. Thus part (c) follows. 1 
Remark. For the problem of the essential self-adjointness of H, on 
C,“(R”\ {O}) or C~(W), see, e.g., [ 10, Section X.2 and references in the 
“Notes”]. 
V. SOME RELATED ASPECTS 
In this section we discuss some aspects related to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
The notation follows that in Section I. 
5.1. Existence of an Operator Essentially Isospectral to H 
In this sub-section, we restrict ourselves to the case n = 1 and we write 
as L,=L. 
PROPOSITION 5,1, Let 52 he as in Theorem 1.2. Suppose that D c D( L*) 
and H is essentially self-adjoint on D. Let A= H r D and 
A= IT- I.. 
Then, the operator 
A=L-Q, 
defined on D is closable and we have 
where r~( .) (resp. a,,( .)) denotes the (resp. point) spectrum and A is the 
closure of A r D. Further, the multiplicity of each corresponding non-zero 
eigenvalue of fi and AA* coincides. 
Remark. By standard theorems in functional analysis, we have 
(A)* = A* and AA* = (A*)* A* is non-negative self-adjoint on its natural 
domain. 
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Proof: Since D c D(L*) by assumption, we have 
A*=L*-D, 
on D and hence A* is densely defined. Therefore, A r D is closable. By the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 and the condition Hs2 = K?, we have 
H=A*A+i, 
on D. Since D is a core for H, it follows that D(H) = D(A*A) and 
fi= A*,% 
Then, Deift’s theorem [7] gives the desired result. 1 
Remark. Proposition 5.1 shows that the operator A*A, which is given 
by 
~A*~=AA*~-A~,~-SZ,A*~+I~,I~~ 
for fe D such that ACHE D(A) n D(sL,) and o,f~ D(l2,) n D(A), is essen- 
tially isospectral [7] to fi. In the case of Examples 1 and 2 in Section III, 
AA* is also a Schrodinger operator. 
5.2. Connection with a Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics (SSQM) 
We first recall an axiomatic definition of an SSQM [ 1, 8, 31. We say that 
a quadruple { 2, { Qr > ;“= , , H,,, NF} consisting of a Hilbert space 2, a set 
of self-adjoint operators {Q,} ,“= , , self-adjoint operators H and N, in 2 is 
called an SSQM if it has the following properties: 
(a) 2 is decomposed into two mutually orthogonal closed subspaces 
** : 
~~=J?+ @X 
and, for all !?+ E Y?+ ,- 
N,YY+=fY*. 
(b) 
H,,=Q+Q+ . . . =Q’,. (5.1) 
(c) For every r = 1, . . . . N, NI; maps D(Q,) into itself and the anti- 
commutation relation 
N,Q,+ QrN,=O 
holds on D(Qr). 
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(d) For p # r, Q, anti-commutes with Q, in the sense of sesquilinear 
form on D( Qr) n D( Q,): 
(Q,K Qr@)+(QrC Q,@)=O P # r, Y, @eE(Qr)n D(Q,). (5.2) 
Remark. Property (a) is equivalent to that the spectrum of NF is purely 
discrete with two eigenvalues t 1 and X+ (resp. A‘?) is the eigenspace of 
N, corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 (resp. - 1). Property (b) implies that 
H,, > 0 and D(HL!j) = D( ( Q, 1) = D(Q,), r = 1, . . . . N. Hence (5.2) holds as 
an equation for Y and @ in D( Hz:). In the physics literature, the operators 
Qr (resp. H,,, N,) are called the supercharges (resp. the supersymmetric 
Hamiltonian, the Fermion number operator). Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are 
regarded as a representation of the super-Lie algebra S(N) with N super- 
charges [6]. 
We shall show that, under the assumption of Theorem 1.2 together with 
some additional conditions, there exists an SSQM such that H-i is 
unitarily equivalent to the restriction of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian 
to a subspace in 2. This gives a general solution to the problem of super- 
symmetric embedding of non-supersymmetric quantum Hamiltonians (e.g., 
c5, 2, 31). 
To introduce fermionic degrees of freedom, let A”(@“) be the p-fold 
anti-symmetric tensor product of @” with A”(Cn) = @ and 
&(cn)= & AP(@“) (5.3) 
p=O 
be the Fermion Fock space over C=” (e.g., [9, Section 11.4,4]). Let 
*,, j= 1, . . . . 4 be the annihilation operators on &(C”), so that 
$,: Ap(Cn) + APm ‘(C”), p 2 0 with A -‘(C”) = (0) and the aniti-commuta- 
tion relations 
{Icl,> $Z> =6jk, (5.4) 
{tij, $k) =O= ($7, II/,*}, j,k= 1, . . . . n, (5.5) 
hold, where {A, B) = AB+BA. 
Let Z be the Hilbert space given by 
2 = L2(A4, /L)@F~(cy. (5.6) 
We can write as 
(5.7) 
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with 
2; = 0 L2(M, p) 0 AP(W (5.8) 
p:even 
z = @ L2(M, p)@AP(@“). 
p: odd 
(5.9) 
Let P, be the orthogonal projection onto SF?* and put 
Nr=P,-Pp. (5.10) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let CZ?, Qj2,, and 1, be as in Theorem 1.2. Suppose that 
D c D(LT), j = 1, . . . . n, and, for all f and g in D and every j, k = 1, . . . . n, 
CL,*f, Lkg)-(L,*f, Ljg)-(L~f,Qkg)+(okf, Ljg) 
-Cajf, Lkg)+(Lk*.L a,g)=o. (5.11) 
Let 
D,= D@&(V) (5.12) 
and define the operators 
Ql= i tAjO$T+A:@$j), (5.13) 
,=I 
Q2=i C (AjO$T-ArO$j), (5.14) 
,= I 
on D,, where Aj is given by (2.1). Then, the following hold: 
(a) Q, and Q2 are symmetric on Dp. 
(b) For all Y and @ in D,, 
(Q,Y,Q2~,+(Q,Y,Q,~,=O, (5.15) 
(Q,YQe@)=(QzY,Qz@). (5.16) 
(N,K Qj@)+(QjYNN,@)=O, j= 1,2. (5.17) 
Further, if Q, and Q2 are essentially self-adjoint on D,, then the following 
hold: 
(cl D(el) = D(Q2) and 
Q: = Q& (5.18) 
where Qj denotes the closure of Q, r D,. 
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(d) The quadruple {Z’, {Q,, 02}, Hss, N,j with 
Hss = 0: (5.19) 
is an SSQM. 
(f) Zf D@A’(C”)cD(Q:), then H,,:DOA”(@“)4L2(M,~)0 
A”(Cn) and 
(H-I.)@Z= H,, (5.20) 
on D@ A’(@“). In particular, if‘ H is essentially self-adjoint on D, then 
H,, r D@ A’(C”) is essentially self-adjoint in L,(M, p)@ A’(@“). 
Remarks. (1) Condition (5.11) is just that A, commutes with A, in the 
sense of sesquilinear form on D x D. In the examples in Section III, this 
condition is satisfied under suitable regularities for Sz. 
(2) Part (f) shows that H - 1 is unitarily equivalent o the restriction 
of the supersymmetric Hamiltonian to L*(M, 11) 0 A’(@“). In this sense, 
H - 1 is supersymmetrically embeddable. 
Proof: Part (a) is obvious from the defnition of Q, and Q,. 
Using (5.5) and (5.11), we have 
(&Wf’Y,A,*Q$~@)= -(Ak@)(/:Y, A:Qi,bi@), j, k = 1, . . . . n. 
Hence we get 
(QY, Q*@, = 0 (5.21 
with 
Q= i A@+b,?. (5.22 
i= 1 
Note that Q, is written as 
Q,=Q+Q*t Q2 = 4Q - Q*L (5.23 
on D,. By (5.21) and (5.23), we get (5.15) and (5.16) with 
(Q,Y, Q,@,=(QY, Q@,+ (Q*Y Q*@L j= 1,2. (5.24 
Equation (5.17) follows from the definition of N, and the fact that 
Q,: D,n%‘+ -XT. 
Let Q, and Q2 be essentially self-adjoint on DF. Let Y be in D(& ). 
Then, there exists a sequence { Y,,) c DF such that Yn -+ Y and 
Q, Y,, + Q, Y. Equation (5.16) implies that { Q2 Y,} is a Cauchy sequence. 
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Hence Y is in D(Q,) and Q, Y,, -+ oz Y. Therefore we get D( 0,) c D(&). 
Similarly we have D(02) c D(o,). Thus we obtain D(&) = D(&). This 
argument shows also that (5.16) can be extended to all Y and @ in 
D(&) = D(&). Therefore (5.18) follows. Thus part (c) is proved. 
To prove (d), we note that Equations (5.15) and (5.17) also can be 
extended to all Y and CD in D(e,) = D( &). In particular, the extension of 
(5.17) implies that, if @ is in D(oj), then N,@ is in D(&) and 
on D(Q,). These results together with (c) mean that {AD, {&,&}, 
H,,, NF) is an SSQM with H,, given by (5.19). 
Finally we prove part (f). From the proof of Theorem 1.1, we have in the 
present case (use (1.4) and (1.5)) 
kg, II(A,@Z) YII*=(Y, (H-I)OZY), YED@A”(@“). (5.25) 
On the other hand, using (5.4) and the fact that ei: A’(a)“) -+ {O}, we have 
(QiY Q,y,= i llV,O~) ‘fl12, YED@AO(@“). (5.26) 
k=l 
Since we have D @A’(@“) c D(Q:) by assumption, (5.25) and (5.26) give 
the desired result. 1 
Remark. Let X be a Hilbert space and T,, j= 1, . . . . n, be closed linear 
operators in Xx. Suppose that there exists a dense subspace Do in X with 
Do c D( T,) n D( 7’,?), j = 1, . . . . n, and, for every j, k = 1, . . . . n, T, commutes 
with T, in the sense of sesquilinear form on Do x Do. Let 
and Q, be defined by (5.13) and (5.14) with T, in place of Aj. Then, in quite 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, one can construct an 
SSQM(cf. [6]). 
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